
WE MUST STOP THIS,  
AS A PEOPLE UNITED BY DEMOCRACY, UNDER THE LAW:  CALLED REDRESS. 

A CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEE OF BOTH THE STATE OF IL AND THE USA 
 
FROM THE EXHIBITS OF CASE 2011 TR 022442 with only slight additions. 

With energy levels created that depict,   such a ferocious fire is expected that   IT WILL BE,  quote:   
“About a million times more powerful than 10 billion 100-watt light bulbs.  And a fourth should be 
forthcoming, one with beams twice the power of these three.  By 2015. 
This fire is expected to ignite fusion “just like the sun”/ without any other assistance: a planet dead, by 2015 
guaranteed.  An energy blast roughly equivalent to all the power of the sun on this planet, FOCUSED on 
one tiny spot.  Fusion is: the burning of atomic bonds/ just as a chemical fire here is the burning of molecular bonds:  
which means, this entire planet and everything on it: IS FUEL FOR THE FIRE/ it cannot be put out!. 

 Their claim is: that fusion cannot be sustained here, because of insufficient gravity!  Therefore based 
ENTIRELY upon this theory ,they DO gamble with our entire planet, and every life! The machine is 
CURRENTLY RUNNING.  One second too late, and the earth is forever lost.     Quote: NIF will achieve....180 
million degrees F/ .....only three places in the space and time of our universe have ever produced anything close 
to these conditions: the big bang, when the universe was a primordial fireball: the interior of stars and planets, 
and thermonuclear weapons. A supernova is...18-54 million degrees F....the extreme density at NIF is larger 
than that achieved by a core-collapse supernova-an exploding star- or when two neutron stars collide. If we 
could just prove the single most destructive event in the history of the universe, was recreated right here on 
earth/ THEN we could be gods.  The power doubles soon/ machine at CERN,  is running! Quote: Scientists have 
begun blurring the line between human and animal by producing Chimeras-a hybrid creature that’s part 
human, part animal.... fused human cells with rabbit eggs....for years scientists have added human genes to 
bacteria and farm animals....not only life as we know it/ but also “life as it might be”...synthetic biology-including 
synthetic organisms, biological engineering, artificial chemistry, origin of life, paleogenetics.... cloned...first 
human embryos.  Quote:   created an organism with manmade DNA...worth more than a trillion dollars...”its 
pretty stunning when you just replace the DNA.....and in a short while, all the characteristics of the first species 
disappear and a new species emerges...means cheaper and widely accessible tools to build bio-weapons, 
virulent pathogens and artificial organisms that could pose grave threats to people and the planet.  The danger is 
not just bio-terror, but “bio-error”... sequenced and stored in digital form, will move instantaneously across the 
globe and be resurrected in ....labs thousands of miles away.   US money from taxes 2010: $2.33 trillion: After 
social security and medicare, that leaves $363 Billion before any other expenditure.  Predicted expenditure for 
2012 $6.3 trillion.  Www.federalreserve.gov/ releases/ z1/ current/ accessible/15.htm   total liabilities $121 
trillion dollars.  One trillion dollars equals one hundred million people (one in three citizens) pay $10,000.00 
each.  Median income 2008 $33,048 www.irs.gov/taxstats/article/0,,id=102886,00.html   Illinois tax 
collected 2010 equals $21 billion/ spent $140 billion population count 12,830,632.  From the federal 
reserve site above total US assets $155 trillion dollars divided by 308 million people= $504,056.81 apiece: 
divided equally.  DO YOU SEE THE INFLATION!  Someone has these numbers, and they like you expect 
each dollar to buy exactly what you expect your dollar to buy.  The leaders and the press that propagates the lie: 
call it debt/ but in fact, they simply gave these numbers to themselves, so they could consume our property and our 
work, and our future from us:   because we cannot compete with those who give themselves “endless numbers”/ 
counterfeiting through the stock market, banking, and by giving away our nation to foreigners.          Your 
work IS: to lend your voice, and your actions,  BY DEMANDING:   to establish first amendment law/ and 
the fifth guarantee of IL government to each and every citizen. YOU CAN GO TO THE SITE 
WWW.TRIALOFLIFE.INFO  OR THE SITE WWW.JUSTTALKING3.INFO AND SIGN THE PETITION, 
that will then drive the legal lawsuit, that constitutes an appeal of this case.  h guarantee of the state of IL 
constitution.  SHALL BE OBEYED.  By establishing WE THE PEOPLE ARE OWNERS HERE.  By 
constructing: WE THE PEOPLE, ARE LITERALLY, “The government” of this state and this nation:   USA. 


